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Notes and Texts
Advice to a Migraineure
Advice to a Migraineure is a setting of Jennifer de Guzman’s 
poem by the same name. I wanted to create a soundscape por-
traying the slow, but ominous creep of a migraine headache. The 
vocal ensemble, in conjunction with the electronic drone, narrate 
this experience in the context of a continuously scintillating aura 
of sound. I created the drone sound by stretching out my own 
sampling of piano harmonics, using the cheapest software tech-
niques possible to layer and process the sound. The voices sing 
along with this electronic field in just intonation with the funda-
mental pitch, which only changes once in the piece.

I have had a couple migraine headaches—It is definitely unlike 
any other headache! My first experience happened after listening 
to Tan Dun’s Ghost Opera. I suddenly felt confused and tried to 
write something on paper. Then I had immense pain at the base 
of my skull and had to go to bed. Afterwards, I Iooked at the pa-
per and it was all scribbles. Migraines are visually strange as well, 
you can see wiggles and weird squiggles in the corner of your eye. 
If you can somehow get it to stop, you can avoid the severe pain 
that comes after. It’s kind of a trip.

-Jeff Myers

From the poet:
Migraines can be baffling to people who have never experienced 
them. The pain and otherworldly-ness of aura are almost trans-
portive, making you feel like you exist in a different space from 
everyone else and are cut off from human understanding. That’s 
how it feels to me, anyway. There’s a stoicism -- or perhaps even 
fatalism -- in “Advice,” I realize: There is nothing you can do to 
stop them entirely, so you must accept that and fortify yourself.

-Jennifer De Guzman



Advice to a Migraineure
by Jennifer De Guzman

Do not allow yourself to become
 thirsty
 or hungry
 or tired.
You must be self-contained.
You must not show
The true thoughts that
pulse in your skull, ready
to burst through as pain.
And if they do, you must
pluck them from the air
and press them like leaves
between your palms.

Hide hide hide.
Do not allow the light in.
The pain will try to draw
The tears from the well behind your eyes.
Tears are a weakness.
And you must not allow weakness.
Or allow what you feel
To break through into emotion.
Do not feel
 frustration
 or sadness
 or elation.
You must be a walled city.
Any breach is disaster.



i n s t i t u
i n s t i t u is a new, Justly-Tuned work based around a book, based 
around a dance.  The book, si tu (2017) is by the Canadian-Ice-
landic poet Angela Rawlings.  si tu is ‘a written improvisation 
composed by Angela Rawlings to the structure of [Croatian 
choreographer] Marjana Krajač’s durational choreographic work 
‘Variations on Sensitive’.  

‘Variations on Sensitive’ was performed by dancers Lana Hosni, 
Irena Mikec, Katarina Rilović, Irena Tomašić and Mia Zalukar 
at the venue of House of HDLU (Meštrović Pavilion) in Zagreb, 
Croatia, on June 14th 2015.  The text was written in a single sitting, 
while Angela watched the performance.  It was then edited and 
typeset, and published by Multimedijalni institut (Croatia).

Angela is a good friend of mine, and I’ve been collaborating with 
her on various projects since 2014.  This is my first time setting a 
text of hers for performance by chamber ensemble; I’ve worked 
with the text in a way that is flexible, allowing musical meaning 
rather than strict semantics guide the emergence of lines and 
moments.  I’m excited to hear how ideas from the choreography 
might filter in, cropping up as a kind of inspirational detritus in 
the process of transformation from dance to text to score to sung 
notes.

-Rebecca Bruton

You can learn more about Angela Rawlings’ work here: 
https://arawlings.is/ 

You can learn more about Marjana Krajač’s work here: 
http://www.marjanakrajac.com/ 

Below are the first three pages from si tu.







fly blue between light

fly blue between light was written for Accordant Commons for 
MicroFest, a series devoted to nonstandard tuning in L.A. The 
text, from Emily Dickinson’s “I heard a fly buzz when I died,” 
shifts in and out of focus between the two voices just as the har-
monic intervals shift in intonation.

-Carolyn Chen

Based on the poem “I heard a Fly buzz - when I died” 
 by Emily Dickinson

I heard a Fly buzz - when I died -
The Stillness in the Room
Was like the Stillness in the Air -
Between the Heaves of Storm -

The Eyes around - had wrung them dry -
And Breaths were gathering firm
For that last Onset - when the King
Be witnessed - in the Room -

I willed my Keepsakes - Signed away
What portion of me be
Assignable - and then it was
There interposed a Fly -

With Blue - uncertain - stumbling Buzz -
Between the light - and me -
And then the Windows failed - and then
I could not see to see -



Nuits, adieux
Nuits, adieux is about singing, breathing, whispering, night time, 
farewells.

The piece consists of ten passages, five of them entitled ‘Nuit,’ five 
remaining ‘Adieu.’

Two different text sources are used for these two kinds of 
passages: extracts from Jacques Roubaud’s book Echanges de la 
lumière (‘nights’) and a fragment from Honoré de Balzac’s novel 
Séraphita (‘farewells’).

The voices are amplified and processed during the performance. 
Each singer is using two microphones. One of them is used as a 
general mean of amplification, and is sent then to different, chang-
ing processing programs ( eg. early reflection, gate reverb, delay). 
Audibly the most dominant processing is, nevertheless, done with 
the material sung into the second microphone. Here I use a rever-
beration, in which the reverb time is controlled by the dynamic 
changes of the voices. In general, this time is set to be relatively 
long, and the audible result is a continuously changing texture, 
which forms a background for the more present events sung into 
the first microphone.

The best introduction would be to read the texts I have chosen for 
the piece.

Nuits, adieux was commisioned by the WDR, and the first perfor-
mance was given by the Electric Phoenix in Cologne the 11th of 
May 1991.

The piece is dedicated for the memory of my grandmother.

-Kaija Saariaho
 



Nuits, adieux

Jacques Roubaud, 
Echanges de la lumière
Editions A M Métaillé

Dans l’air
s’arrache
de la terre
au noir la lumière
et la crache
dans l’air
la nuit rêche jusqu’aux bords
des arbres
dans la terre

____________________

Nuit
tu
es venue
les
lumières
ont poussé
sur
les herbes, les pentes
vidées
de
lumières, les
lumières
sont
devenues
sombres

____________________

Nights, farewells

In the air 
the light flies out 
of the ground
into the darkness 
and spits it 
into the air.
Night harsh in the ground 
up to the edge 
of the trees

Night 
you 
have come,
lights 
have 
advanced 
over 
the grass, the slopes 
devoid 
of 
light, the 
lights 
have 
become 
dark



dans l’herbe
s’attachent
de la terre
au noir les grains les vagues
de la lumière
et les crachent
dans l’herbe la nuit réelle jus-
qu’au bord
des arbres
sous la terre

____________________

Nuit, c’est cela
chevelure
de noir révérend la lumière n’est
que pour le définir
ainsi
la nuit première précéda le jour

In the grass seed, 
waves of light
cling 
to the earth 
in the darkness 
and spit them out 
onto the grass, deep night up 
to the edge 
of the trees
beneath the ground

That’s what night is: 
a dark 
holy head of hair. The light is only 
to define it.
Thus 
the first night gave way to day.

Honoré de Balzac, Sèraphîta, Berg International Editeurs

Adieu, granit, tu deviendras fleur; adieu, fleur, tu deviendras colombe; adieu 
colombe, tu seras femme;
adieu, femme, tu seras soufrance; adieu, homme, tu seras croyance; adieu, 
vous qui serez tout amour et prière.

Farewell, granite, you will become a flower; farewell, flower, you will become a 
dove; farewell dove, you will be a woman; 
farewell woman, you will become pain; farewell, man, you will become belief; 
farewell, you who will be all love and prayer.

English Translation © BBC
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